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By Ron Smith 
It’s a brave person who decides to start up a new business venture 
in the midst of  a global financial crisis. But that’s exactly what Rob 
Goddard and partner, Christine Song, decided to do in 2009. That 
was the year they established Innoway Cleaning Supplies.

The commitment to enter the New Zealand cleaning market as a 
new product supply operation was made only after a two-year period 
of  careful research and deliberation. For Goddard and Song, the 
decision certainly didn’t come lightly. “We had studied many industry 
options looking for a recession-proof  business that we could operate 
and help to evolve on a platform of  I.T,” says Goddard. “We felt that 
computerised warehousing, ordering and distribution systems could 
provide the efficiencies required to run a competitive supply business 
and enhance the customer’s experience – in good times and bad.” 

When they considered the cleaning industry in New Zealand, 
including talking to prospective customers, they sensed there was a lot 
of  under-performance from existing product suppliers. “Essentially 
there was a small number of  rather big players who were well-
established, yet traditional in their overall outlook,” he shared. “There 
seemed to be an over-riding policy of  ‘get a box in – sell a box!’ which 
requires large warehouses and a large staff  to move stuff  around. It 
was a philosophy we didn’t go along with and we were certain our 
new customers wouldn’t either.”

Five years on and Innoway continues to make its mark by doing 
things differently. The company has clearly survived any dips in the 
economy and is now a major player in the New Zealand-wide sales 
and distribution of  commercial cleaning products and consumables. 
It has an impressive customer listing that includes franchise cleaners, 
hospitals, schools, hotels and motels.

By investing heavily in I.T systems, Innoway has streamlined the 
business, implementing automated processing of  orders at every stage 
of  the supply chain, from customer ordering to dispatch and invoicing. 
The system software is even fine-tuned to notify a customer that stocks 
may be running low and ensure that Innoway has ample supplies 
always on hand to meet customer needs. Innovative warehousing 
design has also been introduced to facilitate faster delivery times. 

Looking to the future, Goddard foresees advances in computerised 
automation – and even robotics technology – having important roles 
to play in the warehousing and distribution processes. “Most of  our 
competitors operate with much larger staff  numbers to get the same 
job done, because many tasks are still completed manually – people 
are obviously their biggest overhead,” remarks Goddard. 

“At Innoway, we’ve broken that mold by making the maintenance 
and continual upgrading of  our I.T systems our biggest overhead. It 
means we operate with fewer staff  yet still have a faster, more reliable 
and closer connection with our customers, ensuring that their regular 
supplies are always in stock.” 

The pro-active nature of  the Innoway operation comes with a ‘never 
run out’ assurance: Innoway will store, on a customer’s premises, 
an ‘emergency kit’ of  products and consumables that are regularly 
ordered. This means a customer who has overlooked reordering never 
runs out of  essential supplies.

I.T connectivity and 
stock guarantee 
are the essence of 
Innoway’s success

Getting closer to the customer includes having a website that 
presents the entire Innoway catalogue. The website also features a 
blogsite with updated news information and opinion on new products 
with an occasional ‘wow clearance’ of  a discounted product. Regular 
emailing is also an integral element of  Innoway’s marketing plan, 
offering customers 24-hour daily deals on selected products. 

Innoway’s Facebook page is a mix of  product news as well as 
selections of  viral humour relating to the cleaning industry. “We’re 
providing a cleaning supplies service for the Facebook generation,” 
notes Goddard. “It’s an inclusive, informative and totally interactive 
platform for doing business.”

Innoway’s online catalogue reveals a comprehensive range of  high 
quality cleaning supplies from well-respected manufacturers and, as 
new suppliers come on board, the listings will continue to expand. 
While attending the Ausclean PULIRE exhibition last October at 
Rosehill Racecourse, Sydney, Innoway signed partnership agreements 
with a number of  leading manufacturers, including Rubbermaid, 
to ensure supply of  a much wider range of  commercial cleaning 
products to New Zealand customers. 

For this year, Innoway promises a ‘display with a difference’ at the 
upcoming CleanNZ Exhibition being held in Ellerslie, Auckland,  
29 to 30 May.
www.innoway.co.nz 

Innoway co-director Rob Goddard

RapidClean’s responds 
to demand for a tough, 
Australian-made back pack
RapidClean has brought back an 

Australian-made back pack vacuum 

cleaner that cleaners are said to have 

been chasing for years. It has a steel 

frame; pigtail cord restraint; 1200 watt 

flow-through motor; weighs only 4.8kg; 

and is as tough as nails, notes buying 

group marketer. 

The Rapid Vac Back Pack is said to 

have ‘plenty of pull, can take a few 

knocks, is reliable, competitively-priced 

and easily repaired’. 

It is only available from RapidClean stores but with 42 stores 

Australia-wide there should be one close by to most users. 

Visit www.rapidclean.com.au to find the closest store or 

to contact the Group’s national account manager.
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